
MA 126 - 501 Calculus II
Spring ’12

When and Where: Mon/Wed 6pm-7:40pm, ILB 345

Instructor: Iain Moffatt, ILB 426.
You can contact me by email at .

Office Hours: Mon 1-2 and 7:40pm-8:40pm, and Wed 2-3, or by appointment.

Course Homepage: http://www.southalabama.edu/mathstat/personal−pages/imoffatt/Spring−12/126.html
A detailed course schedule can be found on this page.

Course Description: A continuation of MA 125. The course includes techniques of symbolic and numerical
integration; applications of the definite integral to geometry, physics, economics, and probability; improper
integrals; parametric equations; sequences and series; Taylor polynomials and Taylor series.

Prerequisite: MA 125.

Course Text: The recommended course text is Jon Rogawski, Calculus: Early Transcendentals , W. H.
Freeman, New York, 1st edition (2008), ISBN-13: 978-1-4292-1073-7.

Coverage: We will cover material from Chapters 5-11 of the course text.

Learning Objectives: Upon the successful completion of the course a student will:

(1) understand, define, and interpret the definite integral;
(2) state, explain, and apply the fundamental theorem of calculus;
(3) perform techniques of integration including u-substitution, integration by parts, partial fraction, and

trigonometric substitution;
(4) recognize and to calculate improper integrals;
(5) apply integrals to concepts such as area, volume, arc length, density, mass, work, and energy;
(6) understand infinite sequences and series, apply tests of convergence/divergence, and find interval of

convergence for power series;
(7) manipulate power series within its interval of convergence and represent analytic functions as a

Taylor series or MacLaurin series;
(8) describe curves, lines, and planes in space in terms of vector equations and parametric equations.

Assessment:

• The final exam will count for 25% of your final grade.
• There will be three in-class exams each worth 20% of your final grade.
• The remaining 15% of your grade will be for in-class or take-home exercises and in-class or take

home quizzes.

Class exams are scheduled for Feb 15th, March 21th, and April 11th.
The final exam is scheduled for 6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m. Wednesday, May 9.
On most days there will be some form of in-class assessment. These will usually consist of exercises based

on the topics covered that day, and/or a quiz testing homework problems. If you miss any such pieces of
assessed work due to absence you will get a score of zero for this piece of work.

There will be no ‘extra-credit’ assignments.
Normally a letter grade will then be assigned using the scheme f ≥ 80 is an A; 80 > f ≥ 70 is a B;

70 > f ≥ 60 is a C; 60 > f ≥ 50 is a D; and f < 50 is an F, where f denotes your final grade as a percentage.

In general, you are required to show your working in your assessed work. Moreover, to obtain full credit,
your solutions should be presented in a way that, in my opinion, is clear, logical, complete and easy to follow.
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In particular, this means that it is possible that a numerically correct answer can receive no credit.

Homework: Homework problems will be assigned during class. Although your solutions to the homework
assignments will not be collected in, in order to do well in the class you should keep up to date with the
homework assignments. The test and exam questions will be similar to the homework questions.

For success in this course I strongly advise you to keep up to date with classes and the homework and
to resolve any difficulties when they arise. It is not a good idea to rely wholly on “cramming” on the night
before an exam!

Departmental tutoring: Free tutoring is available from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics in
ILB 465. For the Tutoring Lab schedule check the bulletin board outside ILB 325 or visit
http://www.southalabama.edu/mathstat/css-coursehelp.shtml

Other Remarks:

• Student Learning - Quantitative Reasoning is the ability to systematically analyze quantitative
concepts, evidence, processes, and outcomes to reach a rational conclusion.

• Attendance: You are expected to attend every class. If you miss a class, it is your responsibility
to learn the material covered and to know any announcements that were made in class.

• Missed Exams: If you have a good excuse for missing a quiz, test or exam, then the weight of your
final exam towards your final grade will be adjusted so as to discount the missed assessment. If you
find that you have to miss an assessment for a good reason then it is your responsibility to let me
know about it. Lenience in grading policy is at my sole discretion. There will be no make up exams
or assignments.

• Email: I will often communicate with you via your university email address. You are required to
check this email address.

• Calculators: You may use non-graphing calculators in some tests and exams. At such times, you
may not use a mobile phone as a calculator.

• Dropping: The last date to withdraw from a course is April 6th. Please speak to me if you are
getting behind. Also talk to me, the department chair (Mulekar), or assistant to the chair (Brick)
before making a final decision to drop.

• JagSuccess: JagSuccess is a program intended to help students be successful in 100-200 level
courses. If you are not doing well (usually this means that your grade is a D or lower), you will
receive an email instructing you to see your professor along with instructions to access an online
tutorial intended to help with common problems affecting academic performance. Watch for this
email during week 7 of this semester.

• Academic accommodations: If you have a specific disability that qualifies you for academic
accommodations, please notify me (the instructor/professor) and provide certification from Disability
Services (Office of Special Student Services). The Office of Special Student Services is located in the
Student Center, Room 270, Phone 460-7212.

• Academic Integrity: Students are expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid
committing academic offences, and to take responsibility for their actions. Students who are unsure
whether an action constitutes an offence, or who need help in learning how to avoid offences (e.g.,
plagiarism, cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration should seek guidance from the
course professor or another academic adviser.

• Disclaimer: I have the right and the duty to modify the requirements of this course as circumstances
dictate. Such changes will be provided to the students in class and in writing.

• Finally: I’m here to act as your guide though calculus. When you have difficulties, I am here to
help!
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